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Testimonials from Nyarushanje Gravity Flow Scheme, Commissioned Sept. 29th. 2014
Here is a success story told by Tereza regarding their availability of water near her home, and teaching about hygiene
and sanitation improvement by NKKD WATSAN.
“Before we had this tapstand to provide us with water, we used to have a lot of congestion at the low yield spring
situated 1km away from home, but now there is no congestion and we can easily get water. We have been able to
improve health in our homes due to the availability of this water. I want to thank WATSAN Staff who taught us and we
were able to learn to have clean jerry cans for fetching water, dish drying racks to dry our plates and cups and
saucepans, and to improve our latrines with sanplats. We are now as clean as abajungu (whites)! We are nolonger
ashamed to host in our homes important people like you Bishop and Chairman LC 5. Extend our thanks to our friends
in Bungyereza (UK) for being compassionate towards us abiraguju (Africans).”
Mr. Kabandize narrated how a tapstand on
Nyarushanje GFS situated near his home helped
him to engage in income generating project of
livestock rearing:
“I am able to carry out livestock ‘zero
grazing’(rearing of animals under shelter) of a cow,
goats, and rabbit because I can access water to feed them. I now sell milk, produced
goats, and rabbits to raise fees for my children.”
During the course of porridge drinking, Jedulous gave words of appreciation
to WATSAN staff regarding how her family accesses Nyarushanje GFS water
by a public tap stand situated in her compound. Thus she explains:
“Before we got this water, we used to fetch it from about 2 km away from
Professor Mondo’s place taking us a lot of time, and we could only manage to
carry little water at each time of fetching. Now, it is very easy for an old
person like me to fetch water at any time and this gives me ample time to do
other work like cultivation, cooking etc. Therefore, I am giving you this
porridge as an expression of my gratefulness to you for assisting us to have
this water. Thank you very much!”

A Success story about water supply at Kabuga Health Centre II:
One member of Kabuga village remarked:
“At long last we shall have a Nurse posted to our Health Centre to treat our
people of the sickness we suffer from such as malaria.”
Indeed, when a double faucet tap stand was constructed at Kabuga Health
Centre II, the availability of water at this place attracted medical personnel to
be recruited and posted to serve people in Kabuga Village.
Laying of a pipeline at Kabuga HC II
before the construction of a double
tapstand at this centre

